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Letters of credit have been around for decades, probably sincethe 19th Century or earlier. We are now in the 21st Century andthey’re still around. However, I wonder whether that will still bethe case in the 22nd Century. But who cares. By that time, I don’tthink I will be around anymore to check documents!
Turning to the present, a revision of UCP600 offers theopportunity to simplify letters of credit, make them easier to useand more transparent. I’ve been on the sales side of my bank formore than 20 years and in many disciplines. I have met hundredsof corporates, many of them users of LCs. When talking to them,most corporates look at me and sigh: ‘A very useful and stronginstrument. But so complicated, not user-friendly, such anadministrative burden’. And indeed, corporates will abandon LCsas soon as they are able to find an alternative that is viable for them.
I’m convinced that something has to be done. In the era of the Bank Payment Obligation (BPO),Supply Chain Financing, Electronic Bills of Lading, and other innovations beginning to take root, Idon’t know how long this old-fashioned vehicle can keep chugging along!
In past and future issues of DC World, other colleagues have expressed or will elaborate onUCP600 articles in detail that are eligible for a review. I will limit myself mostly to a few generalprinciples that definitely should be looked at. And I hope that in the 22nd Century my great-grandchildren will be able to say with confidence that this instrument which brought so muchpleasure and joy to their great-grandpa is still alive and kicking!

UCP600 REVISION:A TUNE-UP OPPORTUNITY FOR THIS OLD VEHICLECALLED THE “LETTER OF CREDIT”
by Hugo VERSCHOREN*
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One Publication for CustomersHave you ever tried to explain the UCP rules to a customer? I have.Many times. The scenario is always the same and leaves the customervery puzzled. It could be because of me, but I don’t think so.

First there is that booklet called the UCP600 consisting of 39articles, plus eUCP as an appendix. My edition is in two languages(Dutch and the official English text) and about 100 pages. But this isnot enough! After reading the UCP600 you still know nothing! Youwill have to read this other booklet called ISBP of about 100 pageswith 298 paragraphs. But these ISBP paragraphs are not articles, norare they rules! They only tell you how to read and interpret the 39articles of the UCP600 rulebook. And if that doesn’t help, we have the‘Commentary on UCP600’ and a few other piles of paper for you.Everything but user friendly and transparent, I would say.
Some possible solutions:
•  At least, start with a publication in one booklet to make it more accessible. There are still banksand corporates out there who are ignorant about ISBP, for example.
•  Even better, draft the rules in such a way that an extra 100 pages are not needed to explainthem. Incorporate the principles of ISBP into the UCP. Certainly this would be a titanic work thatmight take years to produce. But a review of both publications would also be a huge task. Bycombining the two, you would avoid contradictions like UCP600 Article 14(h) vs. ISBP paragraphA26 and other misalignments.
•  If standbys continue to be included in UCP700, we will not have to think about ISBPs forstandbys as well? At present, ICC is working on ISBPs for Guarantees (the ISDGP, InternationalStandard Demand Guarantee Practice). Could you envisage enlarging the scope of ISBP to addressstandbys?
In any case, this calls for radical simplification of UCP600 which is necessary to keep corporates onboard.

Standby Letters of Credit and UCPDefinitely, there are a lot of inconveniences and incompatibilities in using UCP600 for standbyLCs. Numerous articles and studies on this subject have been published.1 Several queries handled inICC Opinions regarding standby LCs in recent years have indicated that problems would not haveoccurred if ISP98 had been used instead of UCP.
Originality of documents, transfer by operation of law, instalment drawings, technicaldiscrepancies, counter standbys, extend or pay, evergreen clauses, and force majeure are among the

1. For instance, see “ISP vs. UCP” Key Differences for Standbys”, available at: http://iiblp.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/ISP98-v.-UCP600-Key-Differences.pdf
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problem areas. This long list of pitfalls makes you wonder why some banks still take the risk ofusing UCP600 for standbys.

There are two possible solutions:
1) We eliminate standby LCs from the scope of UCP (as mentioned in UCP600 Art. 1). Although itis possible that some banks would still choose to issue standbys subject to UCP600, at least we couldprovoke discussion about this matter and ask issuers why they stick so pigheaded to the UCP600rules which are principally intended for commercial LC use.
2) Or should we include several new articles in the UCP700 in order to adequately deal with theissues specific to standby LCs? But then I would suggest a name change: Uniform Customs andPractice for Letters of Credit instead of Documentary Credits.

Get Rid of Negotiation and DraftsConsider this conversation between a bank and a beneficiary:
Bank: Congratulations! It seems that the documents you presented are correct. Your LC wasavailable by negotiation. What do you want me to do?
Beneficiary: What do you mean?
Bank: I could send the documents to the issuing bank and wait for payment or I could send thedocuments to the issuing bank and pay you now. But then I can exercise my recourse when it goeswrong.
Beneficiary: What is ‘Recourse’? And what do you mean  ‘… when it goes wrong?’
Bank: Uhhh,   Article 2 of the UCP doesn’t really say. But Article 8 says that if I would haveadded my confirmation (which I haven’t), there would be no recourse at all. Or if the creditwould have been available by honour instead of negotiation, then there would have been noproblem either.
Beneficiary: Why can’t you just say that you pay or you don’t pay? And since my documents arecorrect, I would like you to pay me. Just like that!
For anyone who has ever been in contact with corporates using LCs, this is a very recognizablesituation. Do not forget that for most corporates, LCs are not their core competency. They are in thebusiness of producing goods, trading goods, or delivering services. We bankers love to discuss forhours the very subtle difference between honour and negotiation. We make a living out of this.However, our customers don’t care about this at all!
Therefore, my impassioned plea is to get rid of this difference and to make every LC available byhonour, i.e. payable and available with the nominated bank. I know, for many LC practitioners thisis taboo. But it offers an exquisite opportunity to simplify the whole product and to make it user
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friendly and transparent again. For me, this is one of the main reasons why the commercial LC is indanger and might not survive the 21st Century or even the next decade. It is simply too complicatedand the issue of honour/negotiation is one of the main obstacles.

We might also considerhaving LCs valid and payablewith the issuing bank. Thisway, the LC might betterreflect the comparativepositions of buyer and seller.But certainly, we have to getrid of LCs available bynegotiation. This LC type isvery androgynous, ambiguous, unclear, and the attempt to define negotiation in UCP600 has notsucceeded in curing this problem.
In relation hereto, the following question: Why do we still need drafts under LCs?
The engagement to pay, established by the issuer and confirmer, is well incorporated into theinstrument itself and in, for example, UCP600 Articles 7, 8, and others. No need to confirm thisengagement further by drawing and accepting drafts. To do so is completely superfluous,particularly for sight LCs requiring sight drafts. What do you do with a sight draft? You don’t acceptit, you simply pay! And why can’t I simply send a letter to the presenter telling him that I incur adeferred payment undertaking? Under UCP this has the same value as accepting a draft.
Some people say that there are legal obstacles in certain countries to abolish drafts under LCs.Well, I have yet to see any compelling legal reason. Tax stamps, perhaps? In any case, this issuemight spark a fruitful discussion during the UCP revision process. I hope that more people can beconvinced of the uselessness of drafts.
‘Yes, but what if the beneficiary wants to have the accepted draft discounted by another bank?’, Ihear you asking. Indeed, in theory, this is possible. But how many times does this happen? Manycorporates negotiate conditions for confirmation, negotiation, and discounting upfront before the LCis even issued. The discounting/pre-paying bank is always the nominated bank.
And what about environmental and sustainability issues? Think about all the trees that have beencut down over recent decades to produce these completely useless pieces of paper called ‘drafts’.Let’s bring this bad practice to an end!

Confirmation Only after Mandate of the Issuing BankThis is another LC practice that is hard to explain to customers. Why on earth can I, as an advisingbank, only add my confirmation if I’m mandated to do so by the issuing bank? UCP600 Article 2states: “Confirming bank means the bank that adds its confirmation to a credit upon the issuingbank’s authorization or request.” (my emphasis)

“Do not forget that for most corporates, LCs are
not their core competency. They are in the
business of producing goods, trading goods, or
delivering services.”
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This principle causes difficulties when the beneficiary wants a confirmation and there is noauthorization from the issuing bank. This prompts banks to create policies of “silent confirmation”with higher pricing, deviating credit policies, and complicated 4-page contracts stipulating to thebeneficiary what the silent confirmation is all about. Not very transparent! What is the logic behindthis?I heard some justifications and explanations, but they don’t seem very valid and some runagainst all logic. I haven’t yet heard of any valid legislation or regulation that forbids issuing banksfrom asking other banks to confirm.
Placing this issue on the UCP revision agenda will also likely provoke reaction. And it would bevery interesting to hear reasons why this should not be possible. At least, I do not see the logic.
Moreover, many banks are indifferent to the subject and insert in their LCs ‘MAY ADD’. I want tosatisfy my customer and add my confirmation when he asks me to do so. And if there are indeedlegal obstacles, they are to be dealt with when drafting the new UCP articles on this topic.

Strict Compliance & Conflict of DataAnother very obvious reason why exporters want to jettison LCs as soon as they can is the vastnumber of discrepancies (some real, others spurious) that they get bombarded with after a bankexamines their documents.
Corporates pay an awful lot of money to have an LC issued and confirmed to be assured ofpayment for their valuable goods. On one hand, there are those banks that want to renounce theirobligation by being very creative in finding discrepancies. On the other hand, the current UCP rulesare written in such a way that certain discrepancies are unavoidable in some situations. And what tosay about those applicants that purposely construct LC conditions in such a way that documents cannever be correct? Therefore I suggest that UCP600 Article 14(d) which addresses conflict of data,and certain other UCP provisions as well as related ISBP paragraphs be revisited.
There is also a lot to do about the principle of strict compliance. A recently published ICC paper2

gives a useful overview of rules and references all kinds of decisions regarding ‘strict compliance’,but does not really take a position. Time to do so in the next version of the UCP, I would say. Yes, Iknow that this would jeopardize one of the main sources of income for some banks: discrepancyfees.
Other IssuesAs said above, it isn’t my intention to go through each and every UCP600 article, indicating whatshould be revisited or what should remain. Other people have or will do this better than I can.Nonetheless, a few other issues I believe are worth looking at include:

• Non documentary conditions: Cure the conflict between UCP600 Article 14(h) and ISBP A26;•  Acceptance and rejection of amendments•  The issue about addresses and data of parties to be mentioned, not mentioned, or to be
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2. “Notes on the Principle of Strict Compliance”, ICC Document No. 470/1261, 24 May 2016.  Available on the ICCwebsite: www.iccwbo.org
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identical to the LC on some documents needs to be dealt with and made consistent (UCP600 Article14(j) and the paragraphs in ISBP sections D through J concerning transport documents).
ConclusionI think the message is clear: In all our academic discussions regarding principles and rules aboutletters of credit, we do not give sufficient attention to the needs and desires of the most importantparties to such transactions — the corporate buyers and sellers who use these instruments. It isultimately up to them to decide whether this product will survive.

Finally, I offer this series of questions to be archived for readers in the 22nd Century and my great-grandchildren to answer:
Did we do well?
Or did we make things worse?
Are you considering reintroducing negotiations and drafts under UCP1400 in order to make thisproduct attractive and successful again?
Or were great-granddaddy’s ideas so brilliant that they were all accepted in the UCP700construction effort and no further review of UCP has been  necessary since then? n
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